This paper is concerned with the problem of name disambiguation. By name disambiguation, we mean distinguishing persons with the same name. It is a critical problem in many knowledge management applications. Despite much research work has been conducted, the problem is still not resolved and becomes even more serious, in particular with the popularity of Web 2.0. Previously, name disambiguation was often undertaken in either a supervised or unsupervised fashion. This paper first gives a constraint-based probabilistic model for semi-supervised name disambiguation. Specifically, we focus on investigating the problem in an academic researcher social network (http://arnetminer.org). The framework combines constraints and Euclidean distance learning, and allows the user to refine the disambiguation results. Experimental results on the researcher social network show that the proposed framework significantly outperforms the baseline method using unsupervised hierarchical clustering algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
The name disambiguation problem can be formalized as partitioning collections of citations into clusters, with each cluster containing only citations authored by the same author, thus disambiguating authorship in citations to induce author name identities [7] . Name disambiguation is a very critical problem in many knowledge management applications, such as Digital Libraries (like Citeseer and DBLP bibliographiy) and Semantic Web applications (like semantic integration and ontology merging). Many knowledge management applications need take name disambiguation as the first step. For example, expert finding, people search, expert profiling, and information integration.
In this paper, we focus on investigating the name disambiguation problem in an academic researcher social network, ArnetMiner (http://arnetminer.org) [10] . Specifically, we aim at assigning papers to the right researchers with the same name. We have examined 30 random person names from ArnetMiner and found that more than 60% of the names have the ambiguity problem.
Traditionally, name disambiguation was often undertaken in either a supervised or unsupervised fashion. In this paper, we intend to propose a general semi-supervised framework to combine the advantages of the supervised and unsupervised methods. Specifically, our contributions are as follows:
We formalize the name disambiguation problem in a constraint based probabilistic framework. The framework can incorporate any types of domain background knowledge or supervised information (e.g., user interaction) to improve the performances of disambiguation.
We define six types of constraints and formalize them in the framework. We propose employing EM algorithm to learn different distance metric for different persons.
We conducted empirical verification of the effectiveness of the proposed framework. Experimental results show that the proposed approach outperforms the hierarchical clustering based disambiguation method.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review related work. In Section 3, we formalize the disambiguation problem. In Section 4, we explain our approach to the problem and in Section 5, we give the experimental results. We conclude the paper in Section 6.
RELATED WORK
A number of approaches have been proposed to name disambiguation in different applications.
For example, [3] tries to distinguish web pages to different individuals with the same name. They present two unsupervised frameworks for solving this problem: one is based on link structure of the Web pages and the other uses Agglomerative/Conglomerative Double Clustering method. In [8] , name disambiguation is conducted on email data, and the authors use a lazy graph walk method based on the links among emails.
There are also many works focusing on name disambiguation in publication data. For example, Han et al. propose an unsupervised learning approach using K-way spectral clustering method [7] .
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. They calculate a Gram matrix for each person name and apply K way spectral clustering algorithm to the Gram matrix to get the result. In [4] , the authors solve the problem by constructing a reference graph, and two different measures of relational similarity are experimented. See also [1, 9] . These unsupervised methods use a parameter-fixed distance metric in their clustering algorithm, while parameters of our distance metric can be learned during the disambiguation process.
Two supervised methods are proposed in [6] based on Naïve Bayes and Support Vector Machines. The methods learn a specific model for each author name from the train data and use the model to predict whom a new citation is authored by. However, the method is user-dependent. It is impractical to train thousands of models for all person names in a large digital library.
The other type of related work is semi-supervised clustering, e.g. [2] and [5] . [2] proposes a probabilistic model for semi-supervised clustering based on Hidden Markov Random Fields. Their model combines the constraints and distance measures. Compared with [2] , we define six kinds of constraints and our method generates the constraints automatically.
PROBLEM SETTING
We here give a formal definition of the name disambiguation problem. Given a person name a, we denote publications containing the author name a as P={p 1 , p 2 , …, p n }. Each publication p i has six attributes as shown in Table 1 . Here, each name a i (j) has an affiliation a i
(j)
.affiliation and an email a i
.email. We call the first author name a i
, which is actually a, as the principal author and the others as secondary authors. Suppose there existing k actual researchers {y 1 , y 2 , …, y k } having the name a, our task is to assign these n publications to their real researcher y i . 
We extracted the attribute values of each paper from several digital libraries, e.g., IEEE, Springer, and ACM by using heuristics.
OUR APPROACH
Our method is based on a unified probabilistic model using Hidden Markov Random Fields (HMRF). This model incorporates constraints and a parameterized-distance measure. The disambiguation problem is cast as assigning a tag to each paper with each tag representing an actual researcher y i .
Specifically, we define the a-posteriori probability as the objective function. We aims at finding the maximum of the objective function. Six types of constraints are incorporated into the objective function, where constraints are considered as a form of supervision. If one paper's label assignment violates a constraint, it will be penalized in some sense, which in turn affects the result.
Formalization using HMRF
A HMRF based semi-supervised framework is first introduced by [2] . Based on HMRF, the conditional distribution of the researcher labels y given the observation x (paper) has 
is the distance between paper x i and x j , w k is the weight for c k , and Z is the normalization factor. The key issue here is how to define constraints and how to learn the distance function for effectively performing the disambiguation task.
Constraint Selection
We define six types of constraints based on the characteristic of publication dataset as listed in Table 2 . Next, we set the weight for each type of constraint empirically. For example, we assign c 2 constraint Co-Author a relatively high weight and assign w 6 as the τ power of w 2 , i.e. w 6 = w 2 τ . Emails can be regarded as unique identifiers for people, so we assign w 4 the largest weight. The larger the weight, the greater the impact of that constraint is. In our experiment, we set w 1 ~ w 6 as 0.5, 0.7, 0.6, 1.0, 0.9, 0.7 τ respectively.
EM Framework
Three tasks are executed by the Expectation Maximization (EM) method: learning parameters of the distance measure, reassignment of paper to researchers, and update of researcher representatives y k .
We define our distance function D(x i , x j ) as follows:
A , where || ||
here A is a parameter matrix. For simplification, we define it as a diagonal matrix.
The EM process can be summarized as follows: in the E-step, given the current researcher representatives (the set of assigned papers), every paper is re-assigned to the researcher by maximizing p(Y|X). In the M-step, the researcher representative y h is reestimated from the assignments to maximize p(Y|X) again, and the distance measure is updated to increase the objective function.
For initialization of our EM framework, we first cluster publications into disjoint groups based on the constraints over them, i.e. if two publications have a constraint, then they are assigned to the same researcher. Therefore, we first get λ groups. If λ is equal to the actual researcher number k, then these λ groups are used as our initial assignment. If λ< k, we choose another (k-λ) clusters by random perturbations of the global centroid. If λ>k, we cluster the nearest group until there are only k groups left.
In the E-step, assignments of data points to researchers are updated to maximize the p(Y|X). A greedy algorithm is used to sequentially update the assignment of each paper. The algorithm performs assignments in random order for all papers. Each paper x i is assigned to y h that minimizes the function:
The assignment of a paper is performed while keeping assignments of the other papers fixed. The assignment process is repeated after all papers are assigned. This process runs until no paper changes its assignment between two successive iterations.
In the M-step, each researcher representative is updated by the arithmetic mean of its points: 
EXPERIMENTS

Datasets
To evaluate our proposed methods, we created two datasets: Abbreviated Name dataset and Real Name dataset. The first dataset was collected by querying 10 abbreviated names in our database. All the abbreviated names are created by simplifying the original names to its first name initial and last name, for example, 'Cheng Chang' to 'C. Chang'. The simplification form is popular in bibliographic records. Statistics of this dataset is shown in Table 3 . 
Experiment Design
We designed two experiments to evaluate our proposed name disambiguation method.
The first experiment tests the effectiveness of our method with all kinds of constraints included. The experiment was conducted on the Abbreviate Name dataset. We defined a baseline method based on the previous work. The baseline method uses a hierarchical clustering algorithm to group the papers into clusters. Then we view the grouped papers as the disambiguation results. In the clustering, we used words as features and employed Cosine Similarity Measure to calculate the similarity between two papers. We also suppose that the number of persons k is provided empirically.
To test how constraints of different types affect the performance of disambiguation, we also conducted experiments using different combination of the constraints and compared the results. This experiment was conducted on the Real Name dataset.
In the experiments, we conducted evaluations in terms of pairwise_precision, pairwise_recall, and pairwise_F1-measure [2] .
Name Disambiguation Experiments
Results
The performances of both our method and the baseline methods on the Abbreviation Name dataset are shown in Table 4 . The proposed method outperforms the baseline method by 8.0% in terms of pairwise_F1-measure.
Contribution of Constraints
We investigated the contribution of each type of constraints in name disambiguation. Figure 2 shows the F1 scores of "Jing Zhang" and "Yi Li" in the Real Name dataset with various combinations of constraints. We can see that the CoAuthor constraint contributes a lot to the overall results. It can be also seen that all the constraints we defined can enhance the final performance.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have investigated the problem of name disambiguation in social networks. We have proposed a constrain-based probabilistic framework to the problem. The framework can incorporate any kinds of domain background knowledge, as well as user interactions to improve the disambiguation results. We have defined six types of constraints for disambiguating researchers in a real-world social network. We have employed EM algorithm to learn the parameters of the distance measure. Experimental results show that the proposed model significantly outperforms the unsupervised method using hierarchical clustering algorithm.
As future work, we plan to investigate how to estimate the actual researchers number k for a given name automatically, which will greatly enhance the practice of the proposed approach. 
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